1. Main text
============

Genome composition of living organisms can vary widely. This is considered to be the result of the directional mutational bias toward GC or AT ([@bib12], [@bib17], [@bib18]). This directional mutational bias could theoretically be due to a bias in the copying error of viral RNA polymerase, selection pressure, or editing by host RNA-editing enzymes. Certain types of hypermutation have been described in a number of viruses ([@bib4], [@bib20], [@bib19]), and may also contribute to the viral genome composition. Genome composition bias in viruses has not been systematically analyzed. A global view of the pattern of viral genome composition bias may give us an insight into the complex evolution history of viruses and viral-host interactions.

GC content of genome has been shown to be a major contributing factor to the codon usage bias, which could affect expression efficiency ([@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib9], [@bib11]). It is interesting to see how GC content interacts with genome polarity and codon usage bias in RNA viruses. Genome composition and codon usage bias are particularly interesting in RNA viruses because the same RNA may be used as mRNA, genome, or anti-genome. The replication of RNA genome is also very different from DNA replication of the host using different polymerase enzymes and taking place in different environments, which may contribute to the mutational bias that drives the genome composition. RNA viruses with positive- and negative-stranded genome are very different in their strategies of genome expression and replication, which may contribute to mutational bias and selection pressure.

To do the analyses, I retrieved compositions of coding sequences of 50 viruses from a codon usage database available at Kazusa Research Institute, Japan (<http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/cgi-bin/>). The viruses were chosen to cover most viral families that cause diseases in human. When distinct separation between human and animal strains can be made, only human strains were included in the analyses, for example human influenza virus A (H3N2). The names of the viruses and their codon composition are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} . There is a significant difference between GC contents of positive-stranded viruses versus negative-stranded viruses (*p*  \< 0.01, *t*-test) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). The positive-stranded viruses have a mean GC content of 49.8% in their coding sequences, while that of the negative-stranded viruses is 40.4%. I excluded retroviruses from positive-stranded viruses in these analyses because their replication strategies are very different. If the strategies of genome replication and expression could affect mutational pressure or exert a selection pressure on codon usage, it is likely to be different between retroviruses and other positive-stranded RNA viruses. For retroviruses, two distinct patterns were observed: HIV has lower GC content, while HTLV has high GC content ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This is in agreement with a previous observation, but the reason for this difference is unclear ([@bib3]).Table 1List of the analyzed virusesNamePolarityCAIGC (%)G (%)C (%)A (%)T (%)Astrovirus+0.36246.1823.1822.9929.6724.14Coronavirus+0.30238.4221.5016.9126.8034.77Coxsackie virusA9+0.39846.9724.4722.4929.1823.84Dengue virus type 1+0.35346.3825.8820.4931.9621.65Dengue virus type 2+0.36145.825.2120.5833.2120.98Dengue virus type 3+0.35946.4725.9120.5532.1221.40Dengue virus type 4+0.36646.9126.3120.5931.0322.06Enterovirus 71+0.39947.9924.3723.6127.5524.46Eastern equine encephalitis+0.41250.3324.3425.9827.6921.97Hepatitis Avirus+0.29837.1521.7415.4030.0832.76Hepatitis C virus+0.47757.8828.1329.7420.5421.57Hepatitis E virus+0.44557.2926.1931.0917.3225.38Hepatitis G virus+0.4658.8332.1826.6417.8123.36Japanese encephalitis virus+0.41851.4828.4223.0527.4621.05Norwalk virus+0.3748.5423.6224.9126.5024.95O'Nyong Nyong virus+0.38348.5624.4224.1330.8920.54Poliovirus type 3+0.39245.9623.2822.6830.1823.85Rhinovirus type 89+0.29138.2919.4418.8432.1429.56Ross river virus+0.43952.1826.6025.5727.3720.44Rubella virus+0.61269.5930.8738.7114.9015.50SARS coronavirus+0.32541.0221.0819.9328.2530.72Sindbis virus+0.41851.0525.1825.8727.9820.96Venezuelan encephalitis virus+0.42350.1225.4924.6228.0821.79West Nile virus+0.42651.228.7922.4027.2321.56Yellow fever virus+0.41649.7328.5821.1327.0623.21HIV-1Retro0.32843.2824.9318.3434.6622.05HIV-2Retro0.35545.8925.1920.6933.3420.76HTLV-1Retro0.4152.6818.1634.5123.0624.25HTLV-2Retro0.42853.6217.7535.8624.4021.96Borna virus−0.40150.6525.0625.5825.0624.21Bunyamwera virus−0.35335.9719.2516.7135.3128.71Crimean-Congo virus−0.36943.5922.4421.1431.5524.85Ebola virus−0.34444.3621.5422.8130.6225.02Hantaan virus−0.31840.4422.5917.8431.8227.74Hendra virus−0.34342.3822.9719.4032.5325.08Influenza A virus (H3N2)−0.35643.5724.3119.2532.4323.98Influenza B virus−0.32541.1322.4718.6535.2323.63Influenza C virus−0.30138.620.5818.0235.7825.60La Crosse virus−0.31637.6420.3917.2434.6027.74Marburg virus−0.31140.7119.6621.0431.9427.34Measles virus−0.38347.1924.3422.8428.4524.35Metapneumovirus−0.29939.0920.9718.1136.9423.96Mokola virus−0.38345.2825.3419.9430.1524.56Mumps virus−0.3241.9819.2422.7329.7828.23Nipah virus−0.32940.3621.5018.8533.2126.43Parainfluenzavirus 1−0.29638.5320.1018.4236.3925.06Parainfluenzavirus 2−0.30639.918.4321.4631.7128.39Parainfluenzavirus 3−0.28836.5218.9417.5637.9925.48Rabies virus−0.38846.0524.3521.6928.6725.27Respiratory syncytial virus−0.29635.3215.1720.1438.9825.70Rift Valley fever virus−0.38545.6125.2720.3328.1226.26Sendai virus−0.37546.524.9021.5929.4024.09Sin Nombre virus−0.29939.1322.2916.8431.3129.54Vesicular stomatitis virus−0.3441.7622.2719.4831.8226.42Fig. 1A dot plot shows genome GC contents of positive-stranded RNA viruses on the left and those of retroviruses in the middle and negative-RNA viruses on the right.

Codon usage bias of many human viruses does not match the pattern for efficient expression in human and has been shown to be driven mainly by GC contents of their genomes ([@bib10]). Expression of viral genes can be restricted by codon usage bias ([@bib8]), and codon optimization can enhance expression of viral genes and has been used in development of DNA vaccines ([@bib1]). To study the codon bias in relation to predicted translational efficiency in human cells, I calculated codon adaptation index (CAI) using highly expressed human genes as the reference set ([@bib8]). This highly expressed codon set has been used successfully for codon optimization of viral genes for efficient expression in human cells ([@bib1], [@bib8]). The CAI was designed for predicting the level of expression of a gene and for assessing the adaptation of viral genes to their hosts. A higher CAI value indicates a better codon adaptation. Genes with well-adapted codons for efficient translation generally have CAIs of \> 0.6 ([@bib15]). The CAI was calculated on a server of evolving code group at the University of Maryland (<http://www.evolvingcode.net/codon/CAI_Calculator.php>). In this set of RNA viruses, GC contents correlated with CAIs with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.959 (*p*  \< 0.01) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). CAIs varied widely among viruses ranging from 0.288 for parainfluenza virus to 0.612 for rubella virus with an average of 0.369. This result confirmed that codon bias of RNA viruses is driven mainly by GC content, and consequently the positive-stranded viruses have higher CAI than the negative-stranded viruses (0.403 versus 0.325, *p*  \< 0.001, *t*-test). Since codons contain different number of GC, amino acid content can be biased by GC content. To determine the influence of GC content on amino acid choice, I counted the number of amino acids Glycine, Alanine, Arginine, and Proline (GARP), of which codons are GC rich. The GARP contents in this set of viruses show a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.959 (*p*  \< 0.01) with GC content ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). This indicates that amino acid contents in the viral proteins are determined mainly by GC contents of their genomes.Fig. 2Dot plots show the relationships between genome GC contents and CAIs (a), and between GC contents and %GARP (b) in all analyzed viruses. Solid circles represent positive-stranded RNA viruses, open circles represent negative-stranded viruses, and open triangles are retroviruses.

I further analyzed coding nucleotide-count of these viruses. Most positive-stranded viruses, HIVs, and All negative-stranded viruses have high A and low C (in the positive-strands), although the positive-stranded viruses show relatively lower level of bias. Some of the positive-stranded viruses and HTLVs, on the other hand, have low A and high C ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). The reason for these two opposite pattern of biases is not clear. These patterns of nucleotide biase were similar when first, second, and third positions of codon were analyzed separately (data not shown). This suggested that selection pressure on codon preference is not likely to be the cause of the nucleotide bias. Because a similar pattern (high A and low C) was observed in both positive- and negative-stranded viruses on the same plus strand, i.e. genome of positive-stranded viruses and anti-genome of negative-stranded viruses, the mechanism underlying the bias may be similar and act in a strand-specific manner. Because copying of both strands uses the same viral RNA polymerase and takes place in similar intracellular environment, intrinsic copying error of the enzyme is unlikely to cause the strand-specific nucleotice bias.Fig. 3Nucleotide frequencies of coding sequences in positive-stranded viruses (upper), retroviruses (middle), and negative-stranded viruses (lower).

Recently, a mechanism responsible for G to A hypermutation in HIV-1 by a host innate defense has been discovered ([@bib13], [@bib16]). Other types of RNA-editing, some of which target double-stranded RNA, have been also reported in some RNA viruses ([@bib7], [@bib14]). If host responses are also responsible for mutational bias in other RNA viruses, it is possible that they are less effective for positive-stranded RNA genomes as they might be recognized as self mRNA. It is also possible that the minus strand RNA may be the main target of host RNA-editing mechanism. This would explain the strand-specific pattern of nucleotide bias. It might also explain the nucleotide bias difference between the viruses with different genome polarity, because positive-stranded viruses produce only limited amount of minus strand anti-genome, which may be well protected in their replication complex. Negative-stranded viruses, on the other hand, must produce numerous amount of minus strand RNA. While the explanation awaits further exploration, my analysis gives an initial clue to an interaction between strategies of genome replication (genome polarity) and mutational bias (GC content) of RNA viruses.
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